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"Just as Airbnb upended the travel and hospitality business,
And as Uber disrupted the transportation industry,
BULLIONBLOCK will do likewise to the financial industry."

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BULLIONBLOCK is a financial ecosystem for the blockchain era. As a universal store of value
on blockchain, the BULLIONBLOCK network protects financial transactions using a bullionbacked decentralized global payment platform accessed via a mobile app. With
BULLIONBLOCK, a new generation of users will have access to the world’s financial
infrastructure using nothing more than a smartphone.
BULLIONBLOCK is creating efficient, highly secure, and sustainable FinTech solutions that
enable fast, safe, and inexpensive global transactions. By keeping our technology lean, elegant,
and focusing on practicality, we’re putting people before profit with low costs and industry-leading
remittance services.
Blockchain enables us to lay the groundwork for a new generation of remittance services that
finally offer a real alternative to incumbent financial services that rely on outdated, slow, and
costly technology.
BULLIONBLOCK’s breakthrough rests in our merging the stability of gold and silver bullion with
the transparent immutability of blockchain. By combining inherently valuable bullion assets with
an innately secure, high speed, and low cost blockchain infrastructure, we’re providing our users
with an unparalleled system for wealth preservation and generation.
The initial target audience for the BULLIONBLOCK financial ecosystem is the world’s unbanked
population of nearly two billion adults. Based on World Bank Group (WBG) data, the average
costs of sending money in 2017 was 7.2% — more than double the target goal of 3%. We are
going to solve this problem and bring the cost down below 3% –benefiting low and middle income
populations with a digital financial ecosystem that doesn’t require a bank account to use.
We’re bringing the unbanked back into the fold with an instant, global decentralized payment
network and backing customer accounts with physical bullion to safeguard the currency, thus
shielding against economic market crisis and currency depreciation.
The current centralized system of banking and financial services operate on the foundations of
outdated technology that is slow, unreliable, expensive, prone to theft, and does not process in
real-time. BULLIONBLOCK’s financial ecosystem replaces legacy tech with inherently reliable,
secure, and transparent blockchain technology that is the future of finance.

www.BullionBlock.Ltd

BULLIONBLOCK services are:
✓
Fast, all transactions clear in
moments due to our innovative
consensus
algorithm
and
highthroughput.
BULLIONBLOCK
transactions are instant for real-world
use cases.
✓
Final, our transactions can never
be rolled back, ensuring that everyday
users, merchants, entrepreneurs, and
Fortune 500 companies who will call
BULLIONBLOCK
home
have
the
security of knowing their transactions are
final.
✓
Low Fees, the cost to the user
will be more than 70% cheaper than
legacy banks and current remittance
service
providers
when
using
BULLIONBLOCK's seamless app.
✓
Private, the BULLIONBLOCK
platform
provides
anonymity
and
enhanced security, offering flexibility and
freedom via a bullion-backed digital
money account.

BUSINESS OVERVIEW
In 2019, BULLIONBLOCK is launching its innovative bullion-backed financial ecosystem which
will deliver excellence in digital mobile payment services. The company is currently in
development of a proprietary API for the Stellar network which will radically decrease operating
costs and working capital requirement, thus adding value to the user and to the company
business model at scale.
The BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem is an enterprise-level P2P community platform
www.BullionBlock.World that integrates with a multifaceted business model — comprised of four
individual yet complementary fintech businesses which operate through the BullionBlock eWallet;
the Digital Financial Services www.CashCrossBorders.com and www.BullionBlock.Cash the
decentralized
Digital
Exchange
www.CryptoMint.Exchange
and
the
R&D
Lab
www.BullionBlock.Tech
BULLIONBLOCK will operate two payment gateway platforms to the global market. Namely the
CashCrossBorders.com as a SWIFT fintech service, and BullionBlock.cash fintech as a
Blockchain service.
Each business operates completely independently, this enables natural synergies, financial
security and collective know-how that is derived from operating across interdependent disciplines
in the financial technology sectors.

BULLIONBLOCK is a decentralized (physical) Gold and Silver backed platform, in other words, a
Bullion standard global payment gateway and stable digital currency (stablecoin).
The product central to BULLIONBLOCK is the BullionBlock App. The app leverages the
BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem components, rolling them into one seamless platform experience:
 CashCrossBorders.com – affiliate partnership with US-based state-of-the-art money transfer
software platform integrated into a worldwide disbursements network with payment providers
and banks through the SWIFT system using a seamless API that enables traditional mobile
money transfers that are both user-friendly and compliant with all regulatory bodies.
 BullionBlock.cash – our decentralized Stellar blockchain integrated global money transfer
network will be faster and cheaper than what is currently on offer in the market, with lower
error rates and lower vulnerability to cyber threats
 BullionBlock Wallet – the cloud-based online community platform will provide a the
BullionBlock Digital Wallet with a linked Debit card (VISA, MasterCard, UnionPay), facilitating
online and offline financial transactions and ATM cash withdrawals with the inbuilt DEX
 Crypto Mint DEX – a fully decentralized exchange providing fast and highly secure peer to
peer cryptocurrency trades at lower fees and no commissions on currency exchange

cashcrossborders.com bullionblock.cash

bullionblock.tech

cryptomint.exchange

BULLIONBLOCK aims to provide efficient, highly secure and sustainable mobile financial
solutions that meet customer needs with new digital financial experiences by providing more
options, negligible fees and genuine 24/7 personalized customer service.
Our borderless payment gateway will begin its journey with a debit card attached to every
registered BULLIONBLOCK App user. The BULLIONBLOCK App will allow seamless access to
user funds and grants them the ability to send them anywhere in the world at any time.
BULLIONBLOCK’s go-to-market strategy includes obtaining all of the necessary licensing to
meet global regulations and to thus serve as wide a market as possible.
Our integrated ecosystem includes mobile digital financial services, payment gateway and
international remittances to service the global on-demand economy. We are focused on end-toend value propositions encompassing our platform for all devices, thus we leverage a diverse
range of value chain strategic
partnerships.
The company fintech model will
disrupt
the
global
online
payments market with a set of
tools
that
includes:
the
BullionBlock Wallet QR code
scanning as a desktop and
mobile App with a linked virtual
and physical Debit card for
international remittances and
payment solutions, with the
integrated Crypto Mint DEX for
peer-to-peer functions.
The company will launch further
fintech tools including mPOS,
along with easily accessible
wearable technologies (lifetech)
making exceptional use of this
customer-centric technology to
further evolve the fintech platform
that will provide new digital
customer
experiences.
The
wearable lifetech will make peerto-peer
communication
and
information exchange effortless,
thus making seamless financial
transactions in a fraction of a
second.

Crypto Mint | DEX
The Crypto Mint Decentralized Exchange (CMDEX) subsidiary is BULLIONBLOCK’s
architecturally advanced smart-contract enabled exchange for providing instant physical bullion
backed liquidity to the network.
User Process Diagram

CMDEX users have a clear and direct route for exchanging their cash into bullion-backed
cryptocurrency assets and back again. Doing so requires nothing more than a smartphone and a
free BullionBlock App account.
The CMDEX functions as a gateway exchange between fiat and cryptocurrency deposits and the
bullion-backed BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem. The exchange itself is primarily accessed from
within the BullionBlock Wallet which can be found in the app. To use the exchange, one need
only create a BullionBlock App account before accessing the wallet and loading it with currencies
purchased through CMDEX or transferred from other sources.

CMDEX | Features








Interactive and user-friendly interface
Buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies
A detailed order book with colour ranges to
easily identify orders at certain price levels
Full suite of technical indicators including volume chart,
SMA, EMA, price action, RSI, MACD, Bollinger Bands,
Pivot points, ATR, ADX, and trailing stop loss
SMS alerts option
An integrated, up-to-date news section that provides
the latest news on all tokens listed on the exchange
Mobile app and web app versions
www.CryptoMint.Exchange

BullionBlock Wallet | Features




















Financial (money) management tools
Live 24/7 customer support and concierge
Advanced charts for technical traders
Social trading feature and Community platform
Crypto scanner tool that automatically analyses Market history for each available token listed
Live markets simulated trading feature that allows for ―paper trading‖
Trading log tool that exports daily trades into a CSV file
NFC-enabled for merchant payments
Instant global remittances – cross-border transactions
Ironclad military grade storage for crypto and fiat currencies
Cash in/out instantly with one-touch
Personal & Business mobile financial accounts
Token swaps supported by in-wallet Crypto Mint DEX
Peer-to-Peer loans and much more
Pay bills online
iOS, Android, and web app versions
Attached debit card for ATM transactions,
In-store, online payments, and auto convert to local currency for payouts worldwide
Regulatory Compliance – AML | KYC

BullionBlock Lab | Design, Evaluate - R&D
Our aim is to enhance the BULLIONBLOCK business by reducing transaction costs to the end
user. The BullionBlock Lab will focus on cyber-security to avert the risks posed to the
BULLIONBLOCK businesses by the vast and increasing volumes of malware attacks, phishing,
and business-crippling hacks.
BullionBlock Lab plans to research and develop a secured mesh network that will allow IoT
devices to connect securely and reliably while avoiding the threats of device spoofing,
impersonation, and to also prevent DDoS attacks. In this way, M2M authentication can take place
without the need of any centralized arbitrator or service.

Cyber Security

Strategic FinTech Planning

Blockchain

The BullionBlock Lab will employ expertise in the following cyber-security areas: software
security, cryptography, IoT security, secure virtualization and isolation technologies, and cloud
security.
Our lab will push forward blockchain-related security projects to partner and unite with cybercrime
experts, technology researchers, and end-users worldwide to identify threats and prevent attacks,
forming the next generation proactive threat detection of cybercrime.

www.BullionBlock.Tech

HOW IT WORKS | Functionality
Personal Process Diagram

Business Process Diagram

PRODUCT | Services
Our core services are aimed at people who want money transfer and exchange features without
the typical costs or associated long wait times. The primary benefits to the customer of using
BULLIONBLOCK are money saved compared to traditional banks and or other financial service
providers, security and privacy compared to managing cash or centralized banking services,
convenience when compared to attending a physical banking location, and speed of money
transfer when compared to incumbent remittance companies.

The BullionBlock Wallet App is not a bank account, it's a borderless blockchain-based financial
network that provides the user with bankless financial autonomy anytime and from anywhere via
a phone, tablet or desktop.

Easy Access, Easy to Use– Conveniently 24/7
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